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Polycarbonate Protective Solutions
Multiwall Barriers Create Safe Environments
In our new world of social distancing, protective barriers have
allowed businesses to reopen and people to resume their
regular activities in a modified fashion. The installation of
these physical barriers is playing a huge role in society’s
return to a ‘new normal.’
Protective barriers create a physical barrier between
individuals and are being used to slow the spread of COVID19 in a wide range of businesses and public facilities such as
grocery stores, restaurants, salons, hospitals, schools,
banks, corporate offices, and government buildings.
Businesses around the world are rethinking their open
common spaces, providing personal protection, and creating
safe environments during this pandemic. Francesca’s Cucina,
an Italian restaurant located in Syracuse, New York, is a
great example of how to creatively redesign an open floor
plan to meet the needs of the COVID-19 times.
Even though the restaurant has an amazing garden patio for
outdoor dining, changes were made both inside and out to satisfy
COVID-19 restrictions and regulations. Outside, more space was
put between the rustic tables and white fabric dividers were hung
to provide separation. Inside, the seating capacity was reduced in
the dining area and patrons can no longer linger while waiting for
their reservations.
The dining room tables inside the restaurant have also been
separated by dividers. The attractive arched partitions are built of
rich dark wood and LEXAN™ VEROLITE™ 8mm opal
polycarbonate panels. These translucent multiwall panels allow
natural light to pass through the restaurant while the opal tint
provides a sense of privacy for dining guests.
Click the video link below to see how Francesca’s made the
customer experience safe and still retained the restaurant's ‘high energy’ vibe.
https://cnycentral.com/news/local/francescas-of-syracuse-makes-covid-19-changes-insideand-out
With an array of temporary and permanent barrier solutions to choose from, LEXAN™
THERMOCLEAR™ multiwall polycarbonate sheet products offer many desirable physical
properties for making protective partitions, separation walls, and screen barriers. Extruded
from LEXAN™ resin, these high-performance multiwall polycarbonate sheets can be relied on
to deliver low maintenance, protective glazing that is engineered to last.
During this COVID-19 pandemic, installing a layer of defense in public places is critical in
reducing the spread of this infectious disease. Polycarbonate barriers are an effective way to
keep us all safe and our economies open.
Photos courtesy of Francesca Photographers - Used with permission

Featured Product
LEXAN™ Multiwall Polycarbonate Sheet
A well-established brand for over 40-years, LEXAN™
multiwall polycarbonate sheet is extruded from LEXAN™
resin, a high-quality thermoplastic with outstanding
performance characteristics.
This versatile sheet provides an impressive balance of
impact strength, thermal insulation, light structural weight,
UV and flame resistance, along with a high degree of light
transmittance.
Protective Barrier Product Advantages:
Virtually Unbreakable, Lightweight Material
Simple to Handle, Move & Install
Cut On-Site with Common Tools
Easy to Clean & Disinfect
Meets Building Fire Code Requirements

DIY Tip of the Month
Agrilite™ for Agricultural Buildings
Agrilite™ Corrugated PVC
Liner Panels are a durable,
economical alternative to
metal in a variety of
agricultural applications.
Resistant to UV rays,
Agrilite™ panels feature a
high gloss white finish,
creating bright, well-lit
spaces. The panels' smooth surface resists marking,
withstands impact, and can be cleaned with conventional
spray equipment.

LEXAN™ multiwall
polycarbonate sheets are
available in a wide range of
colors, structures, coatings,
dimensions, and gauges.
Call 888.602.4441 or email
us to help with your next
project!
Product Brochure

Frequently Asked
Polycarbonate
Question
Q. How do I clean out the
debris that has built up in
the flutes of a multiwall
polycarbonate sheet?
A. Remove dirt, dust, and
other particles with a
vacuum or blow out with
compressed air. We do not
recommend flushing the
flutes with water.

Hobby Farms
Dairy Buildings
Hog Barns
Aquaculture
Poultry Shelters
Fertilizer Storage
Lightweight and easy to cut using basic woodworking
tools, Agrilite™ PVC panels are simple to install. Why not
upgrade your agricultural building with these cost-effective,
low maintenance panels? Call 888.602.4441 for more
product information and pricing.

Letting in Natural Light

More FAQs

Links of Interest
Japanese architecture firm renovates the ground floor of its office building with sliding
polycarbonate entrance
Minimalist office features large translucent walls of polycarbonate sheeting
A gallery of social distancing and work from home solutions including polycarbonate
sheets

Company Highlights
Meet the A-Team
Employee Spotlight | Ben Kolka
After working for a year at a larger transportation services
company, Ben longed for a structure that was less
corporate. Impressed by its sense of community, he joined
the AmeriLux Logistics team as a Business Development
Leader this past February.
Each day brings something new to Ben's challenging and
versatile role. "On any given day, I might be doing any
combination of cold outreach to new potential customers,
servicing existing accounts, making calls to carriers to
understand market conditions, or spending time looking for
new opportunities."
Ben says he enjoys working in transportation and connecting
with people. "I get an inside look into businesses and
regional economies all over the country." The greatest
challenge he faces in his role is finding new ways to stand
out from the crowd in the transportation industry.

"I've been able to
connect with
some great
people who run
very interesting
businesses."

Win-Win
At AmeriLux, we believe seeking mutual benefit is the most
productive and effective way to create strong relationships.
We do not create "win-lose" scenarios and we don't accept

"lose-win" situations.

How We Succeed

"Every sustainable relationship, personal and professional,
must be based on a win-win for all parties. We invest in
creating wins for all stakeholders in AmeriLux: employees,
investors, customers, vendors, and the community. We
cultivate and nurture long-term, strategic partnerships
with those who are like-minded, building mutually
profitable business that results in the synergistic formula:
'1+1=3'!"

At AmeriLux
AmeriLux International | AmeriLux Logistics
Phone: 920.336.9300
Email: info@ameriluxinternational.com
Website: www.ameriluxinternational.com









